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C
hemical and physical properties like
good electrical and thermal conduc-
tivity, chemical resistance, and inert-

ness as well as low density combined with
high surface area and porosity make porous
carbon materials a preferred material in a
broad field of applications, such as electro-
des in batteries and fuel cells and gas
adsorbents.1�3 Ordered mesoporous car-
bons (OMCs) have retained a lot of attention
since their first synthesis in 1999, where
silica templates were used as a mold.4,5 This
hard-templating method is very versatile,
and dimensions are only limited by the
availability of the silica template, but it is
tedious due to multiple step synthesis and
the removal of the silica templatewith hazard-
ous chemicals.6�12 In 2004, Liang et al.

reported the first soft-templated OMC.13

They used structure direction from the
block copolymer poly(styrene)-block-poly-
(4-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP)with resorcinol

through solvent evaporation induced self-
assembly (EISA) and subsequent gas�solid
reaction with gaseous formaldehyde. The
resulting carbon thin films of up to 1 μm
thickness showed hexagonally ordered cy-
lindrical pores with a pore size of 33.7 nm
after pyrolysis. Since this first report, exten-
sive studies on soft-templated OMCs have
been performed using the surfactant-like
block copolymers Pluronics. Due to the
small molar mass of these structure-direct-
ingmolecules, however, the accessible pore
size range was limited to less than 4 nm,
which was increased to 15�16 nm by mo-
lecular swelling agents, as well as by using
carbon onions or carbon black additives.14�17

Only a few reports on the use of block
copolymers with molar masses up to 45.6 kDa
for the synthesis of OMCs with larger pore
sizes were published.18�21 Pore sizes up to
37 nm have been achieved using poly-
(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-PEO)
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ABSTRACT Ordered mesoporous carbons with high pore accessibility are of

great interest as electrodes in energy conversion and storage applications due to

their high electric and thermal conductivity, chemical inertness, and low density.

The metal- and halogen-free synthesis of gyroidal bicontinuous mesoporous

carbon materials with uniform and tunable pore sizes through bottom-up self-

assembly of block copolymers thus poses an interesting challenge. Four double

gyroidal mesoporous carbons with pore sizes of 12, 15, 20, and 39 nmwere synthesized using poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide)

(ISO) as structure-directing triblock terpolymer and phenol�formaldehyde resols as carbon precursors. The highly ordered materials were thermally stable

to at least 1600 �C with pore volumes of up to 1.56 cm3 g�1. Treatment at this temperature induced a high degree of sp2-hybridization and low

microporosity. Increasing the resols/ISO ratio led to hexagonally packed cylinders with lower porosity. A single gyroid carbon network with high porosity of

80 vol % was obtained using a similar synthesis strategy. Furthermore, we present a method to fabricate monolithic materials of the gyroidal carbons with

macroscopic shape and thickness control that exhibit an open and structured surface with gyroidal features. The gyroidal materials are ideally suited as

electrode materials in fuel cells, batteries, and supercapacitors as their high, three-dimensionally connected porosity is expected to allow for good fuel or

electrolyte accessibility and to prevent total pore blockage.

KEYWORDS: phenolic resols�triblock terpolymer co-assembly . monolithic ordered mesoporous carbon .
gyroidal mesoporous carbon . ultralarge pore size . high thermal stability
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with poly(styrene) homopolymer addition as pore ex-
pander and phenolic resols as the carbon precursors.23

The mesostructures achieved with these polymers
were inverse micellar and hexagonally packed cylin-
ders. Ordered, bicontinuous networks, such as gyroidal
mesoporous carbons, have only been reported using
Pluronics and recently using the structure-directing
block copolymer poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly-
(ε-caprolactone) (PEO-b-PCL).15,22 However, the reported
material showed only a small pore size of 11 nm and
low porosity.
Here we report the tunable synthesis of two gyroidal

mesoporous carbon (GDMC and GAMC) morphologies
through the EISA process of the structure-directing tri-
block terpolymer poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-
poly(ethylene oxide) (ISO) with phenol� or resorcinol�
formaldehyde resols as carbon precursors. We demon-
strate the tunability of the materials' characteristics
such as porosity, pore size, and mesostructure by
rational design of the soft template. Organic�organic
hybrids with the core�shell double gyroid and hybrids
with the alternating gyroid morphology result in a
double gyroidal carbon matrix and a single gyroidal
carbon network after pyrolysis, respectively. Pore tun-
ability was achieved through variation of the triblock
terpolymer composition and the respective polymer to
resols ratios. The pore size tunability is demonstrated
by using three ISOs with similar composition but
different molar mass. The bicontinuous, ordered car-
bon materials show surprisingly good structure reten-
tion after heat treatment at temperatures as high as
1600 �C. This high-temperature stability allows for
thermal tunability of the microstructure of the carbon
as well as the microporosity. A report by Wang et al.

showed the retention of only local order of a hexagon-
ally packed cylindrical carbon mesostructure at 1800 �C
with structural collapse at higher temperatures by
scanning electron microscopy.24 However, the long-
range order of the material treated at these high
temperatures was not retained according to small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). For the ordered gyroidal
mesoporous carbons reported here, up to six clearly
identifiably SAXS peaks remained, demonstrating, for
the first time, long-range order retention at 1600 �C.
Much research in electrochemical energy storage

focuses on the enhancement of rate capability during
charge and discharge of supercapacitors and batteries.
Due to better electrolyte accessibility and shorter solid-
state diffusion length, nanoporous materials have
been proven to enhance the rate of charge and
discharge while keeping the capacity loss small. How-
ever, the standard device design of these electroche-
mical devices employs powders of the active materials
and conductive additives, held together in a film by a
polymeric binder. The contact resistance between the
micrometer-sized particles causes large ohmic losses,
especially at high-frequency operations. Therefore,

monolithic electrodes without particle-to-particle re-
sistance are highly desirable for future energy storage
devices. There are several reports in the literature for
ordered mesoporous monolithic carbon materials,
usually by hard-templating.12 Two soft-templating ap-
proaches have also been described, that is, hierarchical
macro-mesoporous carbon monoliths from hydrother-
mal synthesis and EISA.25�29 The macropores and only
micrometer-sized mesoporous walls in the hierarchical
carbons ensure sufficient release pathways for the
decomposition gases and good strain relaxation upon
carbonization. In the EISA-derived monoliths, car-
bon�silica composites have been employed. The me-
chanically robust silica prevents collapse of the
monolith during carbonization, but it makes the un-
desirable extra step of silica removal necessary.30

These monoliths are typically irregular with ill-defined
macroscopic structure, and they exhibit unstructured
surfaces with broad pore size distributions. In contrast,
herewe present a silica-free soft-templatingmethod to
produce well-defined, ordered, purely mesoporous car-
bon monoliths with tunable macroscopic dimensions.

Scheme 1. (a) Ternary volume fraction phase portrait that
shows the reported ISO triblock terpolymer compositions
and gyroidal hybrid compositions after incorporation of
resols into thePEOblockof the terpolymers. Inset shows the
proposed mechanism of formation of resols�ISO organic�
organic hybrids through self-assembly of the hydrogen-
bonded assembly. (b) Illustration of gyroidal structures
and formation of gyroidal mesoporous carbon networks
through decomposition of the triblock terpolymer and
pyrolysis of the carbon precursor. The coating and back-
filling steps are proposed routes to convert the carbon
networks into two- and three-component functional nano-
composites. Top row: formation of core�shell double gyroid
structure. Bottomrow: formationofalternatinggyroid structure.
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Furthermore, we report a process to achieve surfaces
with narrow pore size distributions that exhibit the
same ordered gyroidal features as the bulk of the
material.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of Mesostructure. The formation of
mesoporous carbon materials by block copoly-
mer structure direction of phenol� or resorcinol�
formaldehyde carbon precursors is illustrated in
Scheme 1. Five poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-
block-poly(ethylene oxide) (ISO) terpolymerswith poly-
dispersity indices of 1.04�1.07 (Table 1) were synthe-
sized using anionic polymerization to serve as the soft
template for the preparation of gyroidal mesoporous
carbon structures by evaporation-induced self-assembly
(EISA). Briefly, in this process, a solution of the carbon
precursor and the terpolymer template is slowly eva-
porated to dryness, leading to microphase separation
of the block terpolymer. The hydrophilic carbon pre-
cursor forms hydrogen bonds with the hydrophilic
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) block of the terpolymer,
which ensures that the carbon precursor is embedded
in the PEO block, selectively swelling this phase.33 The
organic�organic hybrid film is subsequently annealed
to cure the resols. Further heat treatment under inert
atmosphere condenses the resols to a highly cross-
linked resin, while the block copolymer decomposes
(Scheme 1 and Figure 2a), yielding an ordered gyroidal
mesoporous polymeric resin. Pyrolysis at temperatures
above 600 �C leads to carbonization of the resin to form
the desired gyroidal mesoporous carbons with tailored
porosity and pore sizes.

During the EISA process, microphase separation
occurs when a critical concentration of the polymer/
additive is reached in the solution. This process is very
sensitive to both the processing parameters and the
precursor molecules employed. First, well-defined me-
sostructures only form in systems inwhich the different
blocks have sufficiently high Flory�Huggins interac-
tion parameters.38 Second, it is critical to ensure strong
and selective hydrogen bonding between the resols
and the PEO for selective swelling of this block. The
morphology that is formed depends on the volume

fractions of the separated microphases and their inter-
action parameters. With decreasing amount of solvent,
the mobility of the polymer decreases until it reaches a
kinetically trapped state. If the additive, in this case the
resols, is not bonded strongly enough to one of the
polymer blocks, the interface between the hydrophilic
and hydrophobic phases is unsharp. This leads to
unstructured microphase separation or poor structure
formation and no long-range order. In order to form
well-defined gyroidal organic�organic hybrids, the
solvent system and precursors as well as the mixing
time and casting temperature had to be optimized.
While protocols reported in the literature for block
copolymer�resols structure direction19�21 resulted in
limited structure formation and order (Supporting
Information Figure S1a), optimization of the above-
mentioned parameters yielded well-defined organic�
organic ISO�resols hybrids (Figure 2b), highlighting
the importance of the conditions for film-casting.
In our case, the desired gyroidal morphology was only
achievable using a casting solution stirred for 24 h in a
solvent system of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and chloro-
form and elevated casting temperatures for solvent
evaporation (Figure 2b�f). Third, to ensure structural
stability of the ordered nanomaterial during decom-
position of the triblock terpolymer template, high
enough loading of the cross-linkable precursor is
crucial in soft-templating methods, as opposed to
hard-templating methods. On the other hand, high
porosity and large specific surface areas are desirable
for most applications, favoring lower loadings. We
specifically designed our triblock terpolymers with
different compositions to ensure thermal stability
and structural integrity through sufficient connectivity
of the carbon precursor while yielding tunable poros-
ities between 32 and 80 vol %.

Double Gyroidal Mesoporous Carbon (GDMC). Three
triblock terpolymers, ISO#1�ISO#3, with a PEO volume
fraction of approximately 50 vol % and molar mass of
39 kDa (ISO#1), 56 kDa (ISO#2), and 108 kDa (ISO#3),
and a fourth triblock terpolymer ISO#4, with a PEO
volume fraction of 17 vol% and amolarmass of 27 kDa,
were used for the preparation of ordered mesoporous
carbons (OMCs) with double gyroid morphology (Q230,
Ia3d) (Table 1 and Scheme 1a). These materials were
designated GDMC#X-Y-Z, where X represents the ter-
polymer number, Y the approximate final pore size,
and Z the highest temperature at which the material
was heat-treated. In the organic�organic hybrid, the
hydrophilic phase, consisting of PEO and resols, for-
med the matrix that separates the two interpenetrat-
ing gyroidal poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene) core�
shell networks (top row in Scheme 1b). In Figure 1, the
well-resolved small-angle X-ray patterns of the hybrids
are shown (lowest trace in each graph). For hybrids
from polymers ISO#1, ISO#2, and ISO#4, multiple higher
order peaks consistent with the space group Q230 were

TABLE 1. Triblock Terpolymer Compositions and Resols

Loadings for Gyroidal Organic�Organic Hybrids

polymer GMC

MN
a

(g/mol) PDI

fV(PI)
b

(vol %)

fV(PS)
b

(vol %)

fV(PEO)
b

(vol %) resols/ISOc

ISO#1 GDMC#1�15 38891 1.06 17.7 32.5 49.8 0.58:1
ISO#2 GDMC#2�20 55993 1.06 16.7 31.2 52.1 0.73:1
ISO#3 GDMC#3�39 108311 1.07 17.7 31.6 50.7 0.50:1
ISO#4 GDMC#4�12 27019 1.05 30.1 52.6 17.3 1.80:1
ISO#5 GAMC#5 68959 1.04 33.1 62.0 4.9 0.32:1

a Determined by combination of 1H NMR and GPC. b Determined by 1H NMR.
cWeight ratio.
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observed, indicating a high degree of long-range
order. The SAXS pattern for the hybrid obtained from
the largest terpolymer ISO#3 showed a broad first-order
peakwith a shoulder on the higher q side togetherwith
broad higher order peaks, making structural assign-
ments based on SAXS data only challenging. The lower
resolution of the SAXS pattern for this hybrid as
compared to the SAXS patterns of the hybrids from
ISO#1, ISO#2, and ISO#4 is due to squeezing of all
reflexes into a smaller q range as well as a decreased
degree of long-range order, as expected for a higher
molar mass polymer. In the EISA process, as the solvent
evaporates, the hybrids self-assemble into their struc-
tures once a certain concentration is reached. During
this self-assembly, the solvent swells the polymer and,
therefore, provides mobility to the polymer chains.
When the solvent concentration drops, the system
starts to freeze since the casting temperature is below
the glass-transition temperature of the poly(styrene)
block. Casting or thermal annealing at temperatures
higher than the glass-transition temperature of poly-
(styrene) is not possible because it would induce cross-
linking of the phenolic resols. Higher molar mass
polymers have lower mobility and, therefore, yield
smaller grain sizes and lower long-range order than
smaller molar mass structure-directing polymers.
Therefore, the best resolved SAXS patterns are ob-
tained with the smallest triblock terpolymers ISO#1
and ISO#4. Moreover, the different molar masses of the
three ISO polymers with similar composition, ISO#1�3,
resulted in different characteristic structural length
scales of the prepared hybrids. A clear trend of the

first-order peak that corresponds to the (211) plane of
the Q230 space group to lower q values was observed
when comparing the patterns for GDMC#1�15�120,
GDMC#2�20�120, and GDMC#3�39�120. This de-
crease corresponds to an increase in the unit cell size
of the cubic morphology from 92 to 123 nm to 169 nm
for hybrids of ISO#1, ISO#2, and ISO#3, respectively, as
expected from the increasing molar mass of the three
structure-directing triblock terpolymers. The organic�
organic hybrid of ISO#4 and resols gave a gyroidal unit
cell size of 96 nm, only 4% larger than GDMC#1�
15�120. Even though ISO#4 has a 31% smaller molar
mass with a more than two times lower PEO fraction
than ISO#1, the three times higher resols loading of
GDMC#4�12made the two hybrids very comparable in
composition of the three phases, PI, PS, and PEO�
resols. This leads to two double gyroidal materials with
similar characteristic length scales but significantly
different compositions of the hydrophilic PEO�resols
phase; that is, GDMC#4�12 has a much higher resols/
PEO ratio than GDMC#1�15 (Scheme 1a).

The hybrids were subsequently heated under inert
atmosphere to decompose the terpolymer and carbo-
nize the resols. First, the hybrids were heated to 600 �C
at a rate of 1 �Cmin�1 and held at that temperature for
3 h to ensure sufficient structure stabilization. For
further carbonization, two temperatures were investi-
gated: 900 �C for 3 h, often employed in literature
reports of mesoporous carbons, and 1600 �C for 1 h;
both temperatures were reached with a heating rate of
5 �C min�1.19 Upon heat treatment and carbonization,
the structure shrinks significantly but is well-retained.
This is apparent from the well-resolved SAXS patterns
that, compared to the parent hybrids, were shifted to
higher q values corresponding to smaller unit cell sizes
but retained higher order reflections consistent with
a cubic gyroid lattice (middle and upper traces in
Figure 1a�d and Table 2). According to the decrease
of the unit cell, the structures shrank approximately
30% during decomposition of the polymer and carbo-
nization of the resols. Considering this large change in
size, the thermal stability of themesostructure of these
materials is remarkable. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first report of soft-templated materials with
long-range-ordered and periodic mesostructure after
treatment at temperatures as high as 1600 �C. The lack
of an appropriate furnace inhibited further exploration
of the thermal stability at even higher temperatures of
these materials. It is noteworthy that the shrinkage of
the structure during heat treatment at 900 �C (for 3 h)
was larger than during the heating at 1600 �C (for 1 h).
We assume that, after the stabilization at 600 �C, the
phenolic resin condensed very slowly. A temperature
plateau at 900 �C could allow the mesostructure
to relax or condense for a longer time compared
to material that is directly heated to 1600 �C and
hardened quickly. Additionally, for ISO#1-derived

Figure 1. Small-angle X-ray scattering patterns of double
gyroidal organic�organic hybrids and double gyroidal
mesoporous carbons: (a) GDMC#1�15, (b) GDMC#2�20,
(c) GDMC#3�39, and (d) GDMC#4�12. Black traces after cur-
ing at 110�120 �C, red traces after pyrolysis at (a�c) 900 �C
and (d) 600 �C, and blue traces after pyrolysis at (a�c) 1600 �C
and (d) 1200 �C. The vertical ticks in the SAXS patterns
indicate the expected peak positions of the double gyroid
lattice (Q230).
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GDMC#1�15, the SAXS patterns after heat treatment
showed an extra peak at lower q values. The peak
matched the (200) peak that is forbidden in the cubic
double gyroid morphology. This suggests anisotropic
shrinkage of the structure during heat treatment as has
been observed for oxide materials in the past.36 The
SAXS pattern of GDMC#4�12�600 shows multiple
higher order peaks consistent with the double gyroid
morphology. After heat treatment at 1200 �C, the
peaks broadened. The gyroidal unit cell of the ISO#4
�resols hybrid shrank from 96 to 71 nm and 66 nm
after pyrolysis at 600 and 1200 �C, respectively. The
characteristic length scale of GDMC#4�12�1200 and
GDMC#1�15�1600 only differed by 8%.

The remarkable structure control as evidenced by
SAXS and the assignments to gyroidal structures in all
four materials was corroborated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (see Figure 2c�f). The SEM images
show the well-defined (211) projection (double wavy
pattern) of the double gyroid morphology for all
four materials. The extensive long-range order of
GDMC#1�15�1600, apparent from the well-resolved
SAXS pattern, was also evident from electron micro-
scopy analyses. Grains with diameters of multiple
micrometers were seen in SEM images that were
connected by thin lamellae grain boundary regions.
During crushing of the samples, the grain boundaries
are mechanically the weakest points of the structure,
and mesostructurally “single-crystalline” particles with
sizes ofmore than 5μmwere observed in TEM (Figure S2).
While electron microscopy analysis indicated a low
porosity for the GDMC#4�12�1200 materials derived
from ISO#4 with low PEO fraction and high resols
loading, a high porosity was suggested for the materi-
als derived from ISO#1�3 with high PEO fractions and
low resols loadings. Thus, the thickness of the pore
walls of the latter three investigated double gyroidal
mesoporous carbons were measured to be between
10 and 15 nm with wall-to-wall distances of approxi-
mately 15, 19, and 36 nm for GDMC#1�15�1600,

GDMC#2�20�1600, and GDMC#3�39�1600, respec-
tively (see insets in Figure 2d�f). In contrast to these
high pore-to-wall thickness ratios, the wall thickness
and wall-to-wall distance of GDMC#4�12�1600 were
measured to be 20 and 12 nm, respectively.

Nitrogen sorption analysis of the carbonized sam-
ples confirmed the presence of mesoporous structures
with narrow pore size distributions and tunable por-
osity. Figure 3a shows nitrogen sorption isotherms of
all four GDMCs pyrolyzed at 1600 �C. The isotherms
show typical type-IV curveswith H1-type hysteresis and

TABLE 2. Structural Characteristics of Gyroidal Mesoporous Carbons

GMC

pore sizea

(nm)

pore volume,b cm3/g

(micropore volume,c cm3/g)

BET surface area, m2/g

(micropore area,c m2/g)

d-spacingd

(nm)

carbon/oxygen

ratioe

graphitic cluster sizef

(Å)

GDMC#1�15�900 15 ( 2 0.89 (0.2) 606 (427) 60 88:12 26.8 ( 3.0
GDMC#1�15�1600 16 ( 2 0.80 (0.06) 318 (136) 62 91:9 37.4 ( 3.0
GDMC#2�20�900 19 ( 2 0.78 (0.19) 551 (403) 86 88:12 27.0 ( 4.1
GDMC#2�20�1600 21 ( 2 0.80 (0.03) 196 (72) 89 92:8 37.6 ( 2.1
GDMC#3�39�900 39 ( 4 1.56 (0.23) 692 (506) 116 85:15 27.2 ( 2.4
GDMC#3�39�1600 39 ( 5 1.15 (0.03) 202 (74) 124 90:10 36.9 ( 4.0
GDMC#4�12�900 11 ( 2 0.37 (0.2) 529 (437) 71g 80:20 27.1 ( 1.0
GDMC#4�12�1600 12 ( 3 0.24 (0.06) 172 (93) 66h 86:14 34.2 ( 2.2
GAMC#5�900 35 ( 5 2.01 (0.15) 588 (332) 48 90:10 29.6 ( 3.1
GAMC#5�1600 31 ( 9 1.41 (0.05) 348 (120) 49 93:7 36.7 ( 5.7

a Determined by BJH model applied to nitrogen sorption isotherms. b Based on amount adsorbed at relative pressure of 0.99. c Determined using the t-plot method.
d Determined by SAXS. e Determined by XPS. f Determined by fitting of Raman spectra. g From GDMC-12�600. h From GDMC-12�1200.

Figure 2. (a) Thermogravimetric analysis curves of all five
reported ISO�resols hybrids and pure phenol/formalde-
hyde resols. (b) Transmission electron micrograph of ISO#2
�resols hybrid stained with osmium tetroxide (selectively
stains poly(isoprene)), showing the double gyroidal (211)
plane. Scanning electron microscopy images of (c) GDMC#4�
12�1600, (d) GDMC#1�15�900, (e) GDMC#2�20�900, and
(f) GDMC#3�39�1600. Insets show images taken at higher
magnification to demonstrate the difference in pore size
and similarities in wall thickness between the three double
gyroidal carbon materials derived from ISO#1�3.
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sharp capillary condensation above relative pressures
of 0.9. The sharp capillary condensation shifted to
higher relative pressures with increased molar mass
of the terpolymer template. The amount of nitrogen
adsorbed at low relative pressure was twice as high for
the carbon materials treated at 900 �C (Figure S1b)
compared to the ones treated at 1600 �C, indicating a
much higher specific surface area. Analysis according
to the Brunauer�Emmett�Teller (BET) theory resulted
in specific surface areas of 529, 606, 551, and 692m2 g�1

for GDMC#4�12�900, GDMC#1�15�900, GDMC#2�
20�900, and GDMC#3�39�900, respectively (Table 2).
More than two-thirds of these specific surface areas
were constituted by microporosity. However, pyrolysis
of the mesoporous carbons at 1600 �C resulted in a
large decrease of the contribution of themicropores to
the specific surface area, while the mesopore surface
area (obtained through subtraction of the micropore
surface area from the total surface area) remained
almost unchanged (Table 2). At this temperature, the
micropore surface area only contributed 27�30% to
the total surface area of GDMC#1�15�1600, GDMC#2�
20�1600, and GDMC#3�39�1600, while micropores
still contributed 54% to the total surface area for
GDMC#4�12�1600, indicating a relation between
the carbon wall thickness and microporosity. Nitrogen
sorption also confirmed the high porosity for the
ISO#1�3-derivedmaterials, supporting the results from
SEM analysis. Assuming a carbon density of 2 g cm�3, a
porosity of 62% was calculated from the pore volumes
of around 0.8 cm3 g�1 for GDMC#1�15�1600 and
GDMC#2�20�1600. With a pore volume of 1.2 cm3 g�1,
GDMC#3�39�1600 exhibited a high porosity of 71%,
even after heat treatment at 1600 �C. By comparison,
GDMC#4�12�1600 displayed a significantly lower
porosity of 32 vol % as a result of the high content of
carbon precursor in the hybrid, which was necessary to
achieve the double gyroid morphology from the low
PEO content in ISO#4. This demonstrates the tunability
of the porosity of the carbonmaterials by changing the
PEO content of the starting polymer. The tunability of
the pores was further evidenced by comparing the
contributions of micro- and mesopores to the pore
volume of the GDMC materials pyrolyzed at 1600 �C.

For materials derived from ISO#1�3, themicroporosity
decreased drastically due to extensive condensation,
and its contribution to the pore volume was minimal
(Table 2). In most porous carbon materials with high
porosity, pores of less than 5 nm diameter make up the
majority of the pore volume.15 In contrast, the large
mesopores contributed over 96% of the pore volume
in the GDMC#1�15�1600, GDMC#2�20�1600, and
GDMC#3�39�1600 materials. The tremendously high-
temperature stability of the ordered structure of the
carbon materials made this high mesoporosity with
low microporosity possible. For GDMC#4�12�1600,
the micropores still contributed 25% to the total pore
volume, showing again that the ratio of micro- and
mesoporosity seems to be dependent on the pore wall
thickness at these high pyrolysis temperatures.

Analysis of the nitrogen adsorption isotherm using
the Barrett�Joyner�Halenda (BJH) method resulted in
narrow pore size distributions centered at 12, 16, 21,
and 39 nm for GDMC#4�12�1600, GDMC#1�15�
1600, GDMC#2�20�1600, and GDMC#3�39�1600, re-
spectively (Figure 3b), consistent with the SEManalysis.
To the best of our knowledge, the ultralarge pore size
of 39 nm is the largest reported to date for ordered
soft-templated carbon materials. It exceeds the largest
pore size previously reported, face-centered cubic
packed spherical pores, by 5% and the largest reported
gyroidal mesoporous carbon by more than 300%. This
demonstrates the versatile tunability over awide range
of structural and porosity characteristics by rational
design of the structure-directing block copolymer.

Alternating Gyroidal Mesoporous Carbon (GAMC).

Another cubic bicontinuous morphology that is ther-
modynamically stable for triblock terpolymers is
the so-called alternating gyroid (Q214, I4132).

37 In this
morphology, the PI and the PEO end blocks each form
a single gyroid network in a PS matrix. The two
chemically distinct networks are enantiomeric and
interpenetrating (Scheme 1). For the fabrication of
GAMC#5, we synthesized the terpolymer ISO#5 with a
very low PEO volume fraction of 4.9 vol % and a low
polydispersity of 1.04 (Table 1). Following the protocol
described above for the successful and well-controlled
synthesis of double gyroidal organic�organic hybrids,
however, we were not able to obtain ordered hybrids
using ISO#5andphenol�formaldehyde resols (FigureS3).
In order to increase the interaction parameter between
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic phases in our mixed
polymer/resols system, we introduced more phenolic
hydroxy groups by using resorcinol�formaldehyde
resols as the carbon precursor. This change in precur-
sor functionality led to the formation of organic�
organic hybrids with well-ordered network morphol-
ogy following our protocol, which was subsequently
converted into an OMC network by pyrolysis.

The SAXS pattern of the organic�organic hybrid
from ISO#5 and resorcinol�formaldehyde resols showed

Figure 3. (a) Nitrogen sorption isotherms and (b) pore size
distributions of GDMC#1�15�1600, GDMC#2�20�1600,
GDMC#3�39�1600, and GDMC#4�12�1600. The pore size
distributions were calculated using the BJH model for
cylindrical pores.
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multiple peaks, some of whichwere overlapping (black
trace in Figure 4a). The first sharp peak at a q value of
0.13 Å�1 was followed by a peak at 0.2 Å�1 with a
shoulder on the higherq side and a third peak at 0.35Å�1

with a shoulder on either side. The peaks and their
shoulders matched the q/q* ratios of

√
3,
√
4,
√
6,
√
7,

and
√
8, with q* being the first-order peak, consistent

with the allowed peaks of the Q214 space group. Note
that an expected peak at a ratio of

√
5 to the first-order

peak did not appear. However, the existence of the
peakwith a q/q* ratio of

√
6, corresponding to the (222)

plane, and the absence of a peak with a
√
2 ratio

suggested the formation of the alternating gyroid
structure in the organic�organic hybrid. The first peak
at 0.13 Å�1 corresponds to the (110) plane of the
alternating gyroid morphology with a lattice constant
of 69 nm.

Upon heat treatment under inert atmosphere, the
resorcinol�formaldehyde resols�ISO hybrid was con-
verted into a periodically ordered mesoporous carbon
network. The SAXS patterns after pyrolysis shifted to
higher q values and exhibited a lower resolution, in
contrast to the double gyroidal mesoporous carbons.
This was probably due to the fragility of the single
gyroid network that caused nonuniform shrinkage and
loss of symmetry. However, a first-order peak and a
higher order peak with a shoulder on the high q side
were clearly distinguishable. The q/q* ratio of the peaks
and the shoulder were 1,

√
3, and

√
4, consistent with

the (110), (211), and (220) plane reflections of the Q214

space groupwith I4132 symmetry. However, the gyroidal
morphology might not be completely retained after
pyrolysis, and formation of a structure only closely related
to the single gyroidal morphology is also possible.31 The
resolution of the pattern was independent of the pyr-
olysis temperature. The decrease in unit cell size of the
material before and after heat treatment corresponded to
a30%shrinkageof theperiodic singlenetwork, very similar
to the shrinkage seen in the case of the double gyroidal
morphology. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
report of a single gyroidal mesoporous carbon network.

Scanning electron microscopy of the pyrolyzed
GAMC#5 supported the formation of a well-ordered

and periodic, porous single gyroidal network. The
highly ordered network that was observed exhibited
thin struts that were connected by triple nodes
(Figure 4b). At higher magnification, a honeycomb-like
structure with two struts per hexagon coming out of
the image plane that matches the (111) projection of a
single gyroid network was seen (inset in Figure 4b).
From analysis of the SEM images, the diameter of the
struts was determined to approximately 15 nm, and
the pore diameter along the (111) projection was
determined to approximately 26 nm. Similar to the
SAXS patterns, the order that was seen in the SEM
images did not change when the pyrolysis tempera-
ture was increased from 900 to 1600 �C as evidenced
by a similar grain size of themesostructure on the order
of a few micrometers for materials heated to these
temperatures. Considering the low carbon precursor
content in the organic�organic hybrid, it is astonishing
that the ordered morphology does not collapse upon
decomposition of the structure-directing triblock ter-
polymer and excessive condensation of the resin dur-
ing carbonization at temperatures as high as 1600 �C.
The SEM images suggest a very high porosity of the
single gyroidal carbon network, which is expected
from the low resorcinol�formaldehyde resols to ISO
ratio, with good structure retention.

Nitrogen sorption confirmed the high porosity of
the single gyroidal carbon network (Figure 4c). For
both heat treatment temperatures, the isotherms
showed typical type-IV curves with H1-type hysteresis
and sharp capillary condensation above relative pres-
sures of 0.95. The amount of nitrogen adsorbed at low
relative pressure was almost twice as high for the
sample treated at 900 �C compared to the one heated
to 1600 �C, indicating a much higher specific surface
area for the lower-temperature-treated carbon net-
work. BET analysis resulted in specific surface areas of
588 and 348 m2 g�1 for GAMC#5�900 and GAMC#5�
1600, respectively. The micropore surface area con-
tributed more than 50% to the total surface area for
samples heated at 900 �C, and very similar to the
double gyroidal carbons, it decreased to less than
35% after pyrolysis at 1600 �C (Table 2). Pore volumes

Figure 4. (a) Small-angleX-ray scatteringpatterns, (b) scanningelectronmicroscopy image (inset: highermagnification of the
(111) projection) after pyrolysis at 1600 �C, and (c) nitrogen sorption isotherms with BJH pore size distributions (inset) of
alternating gyroidal mesoporous carbons (GAMC#5).
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of 2.01 and 1.41 cm3 g�1 for samples treated at 900 and
1600 �C, respectively, were observed by nitrogen
sorption. These values exceeded the highest obtained
pore volume for the double gyroidal morphology and
corresponded to porosities of 80 and 74%, respec-
tively. As seen for the double gyroidal morphology,
this high pore volume was almost exclusively consti-
tuted by themesopores after carbonization at 1600 �C.
Themicropore volume decreased by a factor of 3 upon
pyrolysis at 1600 �C. The pore size distribution, calcu-
lated using the BJHmodel for cylindrical pores, showed
a broad peak centered at 35 nm, with higher peak area
for the sample heat-treated at 900 �C, in agreement
with the higher pore volume (Figure 4c, inset). The
pores of the single gyroidal carbon network do not
exhibit cylindrical shape, as assumed in the BJHmodel,
which can explain the large discrepancy between the
pore size obtained from SEM image analysis and the
BJH result.

Characterization of the Carbon Microstructure. In order to
investigate their composition, atomic structure, and
degree of graphitization, the ordered mesoporous
carbon materials reported here were characterized by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), high-resolu-
tion XPS (HR-XPS), Raman spectroscopy, high-resolu-
tion TEM (HR-TEM), wide-angle X-ray diffraction
(WAXD), and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).

XPS can be used to investigate the elemental
composition of the top 1�10 nm of a material. Since
our materials showed wall thicknesses of less than
20 nm, we assume that the resulting elemental com-
position is representative for our bulk material. The
carbon materials heated to 900 �C showed oxygen

contents of 10�20% which decreased to 7�16% for
materials pyrolyzed at 1600 �C (Table 2). The oxygen
content was most likely due to hydroxyl groups on the
carbon surface. In comparison, from XPS spectra of
glassy carbon and carbon black (Vulcan X72),
we calculated oxygen contents of 19 and 5%, respec-
tively. The HR-XPS spectra of the carbon K-edge of
GDMC#2�20 carbonized at 900 and 1600 �C are shown
in Figure 5f together with other carbon materials for
comparison. HR-XPS showed one narrow peak cen-
tered at 284.4 eV, indicating that only one type of
carbon was predominantly present. The full width at
half-maximum (fwhm) of this GDMC peak decreased
with increasing carbonization temperature and was
narrower than carbon black when pyrolyzed at
1600 �C. Furthermore, the carbon K-edge in EELS
showed the appearance of a prepeak, due to the π*-
band, only present in sp2-hybridized carbon materials
(Figure 5c). We concluded from the HR-XPS and EELS
spectra that, after carbonization at 1600 �C, the carbon
atoms in the structured mesoporous materials were
almost entirely sp2-hybridized.

In order to determine the degree of graphitization,
Raman spectroscopy and WAXD were applied to elu-
cidate the in-plane size of the graphitic clusters and the
number of stacked sheets, respectively. In Raman
spectroscopy of disordered carbon materials, two
bands, called the D- and the G-band, are typically
observed at approximately 1350 and 1590 cm�1, re-
spectively. The G-band arises from the in-plane vibra-
tion of CdC double bonds, while the D-band is caused
by a breathing mode of isolated benzene rings.39

The Raman spectra of the GDMC materials heated to

Figure 5. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) images of (a) GDMC#2�20�1600 and (b)
GAMC#5�1600. Insets at a lower magnification of the same samples show the mesostructure. (c) Electron energy loss
spectrum (EELS) of the carbon K-edge of GDMC#2�20�1600. The spectrum is an average of six area spectra (10 � 10 nm2)
taken at different spots of the sample. Raman spectra of powders of double gyroidal mesoporous carbons pyrolyzed at (d) 900 �C
and (e) 1600 �C showing the evolution of the D- and G-bands. (f) High-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(HR-XPS) data of the carbon K-edge of GDMC#2�20�900, GDMC#2�20�1600, and for comparison, glassy carbon as well as
carbon black, showing the decrease of the peak width at higher carbonization temperatures.
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900 and 1600 �C are displayed in Figure 5d,e, respec-
tively. For the two temperatures, the D- and theG-band
were clearly visible at 1352 and 1592 cm�1 (900 �C) and
1352 and 1595 cm�1 (1600 �C), indicating the presence
of disordered carbon. For a given pyrolysis tempera-
ture, the different GDMC materials displayed identical
Raman spectra irrespective of their pore size. Higher
pyrolysis temperatures led to narrower bands and
increased the ratio of the integrated intensities of the
G-band to the D-band, suggesting a higher degree of
graphitization for higher pyrolysis temperatures. Tuin-
stra and Koenig reported an empirical formula for the
determination of the in-plane size of graphitic clusters
based on the ratio of the G-band to the D-band (see
Supporting Information).39,40 Applying this formula,
the in-plane size of the graphitic clusters was estimated
to approximately 2.7 nm for the GDMC-900 materials
and to approximately 3.7 nm for the GDMC-1600
materials (Table 2), consistent with values reported in
the literature on the pyrolysis of phenolic resins.41 In
WAXD measurements of graphitic materials, the peak
at 2θ = 23�27� corresponds to the (200) plane of
graphite. The position of the peak depends on the
spacing between the graphene sheets (2θ = 26.6� for
graphite corresponding to 0.335 nm sheet spacing),
and its fwhm gives information about the number of
stacked graphene sheets. Measurements of the GDMC
materials yielded diffractograms with poorly defined
peaks at 2θ = 25� (Figure S4). This indicated a small
number of stacked graphene sheets but made an
analysis of the fwhm of the peak unreliable.

HR-TEM images of GDMC#2�20�1600 and GAMC-
1600 were consistent with the calculations from the
Raman spectra (Figure 5a,b). Areas with four to eight
parallel graphitic sheets of 3�5 nm length were ob-
served. The orientation of the graphitic sheets in the
different clusters was random and in no relationship to
the features of themesostructure, for example, parallel
or vertical to the pore wall. Additionally, curvature is
evident in most of the graphitic sheets. The small
cluster size, random orientation, and varying curvature
give rise to poor crystallographic long-range order. The
lack of long-range order of more than a few nanome-
ters is consistent with the poorly defined peaks ob-
served in WAXD. Our analysis suggests that the
microstructure of the gyroidal mesoporous carbons
bears a strong resemblance to the microstructure of
glassy carbon. The electrical conductivity of powdered
gyroidal carbonmaterials wasmeasured using a home-
built four-point probe apparatus with uniaxial applied
pressure of 250 psi as described in detail before.42 The
conductivities of GDMC#2�20�900 and GDMC#2�
20�1600 were 0.1 and 2.1 S cm�1, respectively, which
makes our high-temperature-treated gyroidal meso-
porous carbon comparable to carbon black (Vulcan
XC72) with a measured conductivity of 4.2 S cm�1

under the same conditions.

In order to elucidate the influence of the morphol-
ogy on the graphitic cluster size, we investigated car-
bon materials from hybrids with hexagonally packed
cylindrical morphology (see Supporting Information).
Hybrids using ISO#1 and ISO#2 formed an inverse
hexagonally packed cylindrical morphology at resols/
ISO loadings up to 1.2:1 (Figure S5a). The materials
showed similar Raman spectra as the gyroidal meso-
porous carbons (Figure S5c). HR-TEM images also
suggested randomly oriented graphitic clusters with
the same apparent size and curvature as in the gyroidal
materials (Figure S5d). This result suggests that, for the
present terpolymer-derived carbons, there is no rela-
tionship between the carbon micro- and mesostruc-
ture. Formation of a well-defined hexagonally oriented
cylindrical morphology at higher resols loadings de-
monstrated further structural tunability ofmesoporous
carbons via our synthesis procedure.

Monolithic Gyroidal Mesoporous Carbon. Following our
synthesis strategy, we were able to synthesize mono-
lithic gyroidal mesoporous carbons (mGDMC) with
tailored macroscopic dimensions. As-cast, annealed
organic�organic hybrid films were flexible and there-
fore could be cut or punched into the desired shape
(Figure 6a). After carbonization at temperatures up to
1600 �C, the monoliths retained their macroscopic
appearance (Figure 6a). The large mesostructural
shrinkage of 30%during heat treatmentwas translated
into a macroscopic shrinkage of the monoliths (e.g., a
hybrid disc of 10 mm diameter yielded a gyroidal
carbon monolith of 7 mm diameter, Figure 6a). Con-
sidering this large shrinkage, it was surprising that the
monoliths kept their structural integrity without crack-
ing or pulverizing. Furthermore, by altering the amount
of material per casting area, we were able to tailor the

Figure 6. (a) Photographs of GDMC#3�39�1200 monoliths
from the top (bottom left) and conductively connected to
silver wires (top left and right). Cross sectional SEM images
of GDMC#3�39�1200 monoliths of (b, left) 200 μm and (b,
right) 50 μm thickness; higher magnification images at the
edge of the surface (c) unexposed and (d) exposed to prior
plasma treatment of the organic�organic hybrid. The insets
in (c) and (d) show SEM images of the top surfaces only.
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monolith thickness from over 200 μm to less than
50 μm, a thickness ideally suited for electrode applica-
tions (Figure 6b). The remarkable macrostructure pre-
servation for different monolith sizes demonstrated
the high versatility of our process. We attribute the
macroscopic stability of the materials at high tempera-
tures to the wall thickness of more than 10 nm as well
as the bicontinuous mesostructure that allowed iso-
tropic strain release during the shrinkage and assured
sufficient release of the decomposition gases without
building up of pressure inside the material that would
cause cracking of the monolith. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first report of silica-free, soft-
templated-ordered mesoporous carbon monoliths
without macropores.

Moreover, we developed a procedure to fabricate
monoliths with structured surfaces that show narrow
pore size distributions (Figure 6c,d). A common pro-
blem with continuous films of mesostructured materi-
als obtained by soft templating is the orientation of the
pores and an unstructured or closed surface layer on
the top and bottomof the film (see Figure 6c, inset, and
Figure S1d) due to lamellar capping layers.14,30 This is
caused by the different surface energies of the various
block copolymer domains during the casting process.
Due to the bicontinuous nature of the cubic, gyroidal
morphology, the orientation of the structure with
respect to the surfaces is irrelevant. By oxygen/argon
plasma etching of the organic�organic hybrid mono-
liths, the lamellar capping layers could be removed and
the gyroidal bulk structure became directly accessible
from the surface (see Figure 6d and inset). After car-
bonization at temperatures as high as 1600 �C, the
surface showed gyroidal features, assuring a narrow
pore size distribution also at the surface. The pores on
the surface are slightly smaller according to SEM image
analysis compared to the interior gyroidal porosity,
however, most likely due to condensation of the poly-
meric materials on the surface during plasma treat-
ment. Additionally, this simple process allows for
selective exposure of only a fraction of the surface to
the plasma, hence leading to a tailored opening of
surface sites. For example, we covered one surface of a

hybrid film during plasma treatment, which led to a
carbon monolith with one closed surface and one
ordered porous surface (similar to Figure 6c,d, respec-
tively). Furthermore, this opened up the possibility of
conductively connecting the monolith with silver or
carbon paste on the closed side, making the monolith
accessible for further electrochemical treatments,
without the risk of the required binder to infiltrate
the pores and, as a result, distort the measurements.

CONCLUSION

In this report, we have demonstrated the metal- and
halogen-free synthesis of highly ordered double gyro-
idal mesoporous carbons, with tailored pore sizes of up
to 39 nm, the largest reported pore size for soft-
templatedOMCs to date. Bymodification of the carbon
precursor, to the best of our knowledge for the first
time, we synthesized single gyroidal carbon networks
form organic�organic hybrids with alternating gyroid
morphology. Through the rational design of the tri-
block terpolymers, we show high tunability of the
porosity between 32 and 80 vol % combined with
structural stability up to 1600 �C, unprecedented for
soft-templated-ordered mesoporous materials, ensur-
ing a high degree of sp2-hybridization and low micro-
porosity with a glassy carbon-like microstructure.
Finally, we demonstrated the first silica-free soft-tem-
plating process to fabricate monolithic gyroidal meso-
porous carbons with tailored macroscopic shape and
accessible surface pores through plasma treatment of
the organic�organic hybrids before carbonization.
Since all the microstructural characteristics of the

four reported double gyroidalmesoporous carbons are
very similar to each other, this system is ideal for
studies of the pore size dependence of the perfor-
mance of such mesoporous carbon electrodes in en-
ergy technology or catalysis. Furthermore, the large
and uniform pore size together with pore inter-
connectivity and the ability of making tailored mono-
lithic materials thereof opens up new possibilities for
the fabrication of functional multicomponent compo-
sites on the nanoscale, as illustrated on the right of
Scheme 1.

METHODS

Synthesis. Five poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly-
(ethylene oxide) (ISO) terpolymers were synthesized via se-
quential anionic polymerization as described before.32 Results
on molar mass, composition, and polydispersity index (PDI) are
summarized in Table 1. Polymer molar masses vary from 27 up
to 108 kgmol�1. Polydispersity indices were all below 1.1, demon-
strating high control over the terpolymer synthesis.

Oligomeric phenol�formaldehyde resols with a molar mass
of less than 500 gmol�1 were synthesized using thewell-known
polymerization of phenol and formaldehyde under basic con-
ditions and worked up in amodified way compared to what has
been previously described.15 In a typical synthesis, 9.411 g of

phenol (0.1mol, redistilled, 99þ%, Sigma-Aldrich)wasmelted in
a three-neck flask equipped with a reflux condenser in a water
bath at 45 �C. A 20 wt % sodium hydroxide solution was pre-
pared by dissolution of 0.4 g of sodium hydroxide (0.01 mol,
pellets, Mallinckrodt) in 1.6 g of deionized water. The sodium
hydroxide solution was added dropwise to the melted phenol.
The sodium phenoxide solution was stirred for 10 min and
14.89 mL of formalin solution (37 wt % in water, ACS Reagent,
Sigma-Aldrich), containing 0.2 mol formaldehyde, was carefully
added dropwise over 10 min. The slightly orange-colored
solution was heated to 75 �C and held at this temperature for
1 h. The orange solution was allowed to cool to room tempera-
ture and subsequently neutralized with para-toluene sulfonic
acid (g98.5%, ACS reagent, Sigma-Aldrich). The orange/yellow
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solution was freeze-dried overnight on a vacuum line, and the
orange resols were dissolved in a mixture of tetrahydrofuran
(Anhydrous, inhibitor free, g99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) and chloro-
form (anhydrous, g99%, Sigma-Aldrich) (1:1 wt). The resulting
cloudy solution was filtered through a PTFE syringe filter
(0.2�0.4 μm) to remove the precipitated sodium para-toluene
sulfonate, dried again overnight on a vacuum line, and dis-
solved in tetrahydrofuran/chloroform (1:1 wt) as a 25 wt %
solution. Oligomeric resorcinol�formaldehyde resols were
synthesized in a similar way. A highly concentrated resorcinol
solution in water was used (50 wt %) and mixed with a 20 wt %
sodium hydroxide solution and formalin solution. The molar
ratio of resorcinol/NaOH/formaldehydewas 1:0.1:1. Themixture
was stirred for 10 min at room temperature and promptly
neutralized with para-toluene sulfonic acid. The red solution
was freeze-dried overnight on a vacuum line, and the solid
resorcinol�formaldehyde resols were dissolved in tetrahydro-
furan. The resulting cloudy solution was filtered through a PTFE
syringe filter (0.2�0.4 μm) to remove the precipitated sodium
para-toluene sulfonate and higher molar mass resins, dried
again overnight on a vacuum line, and dissolved in tetrahydro-
furan as a 20 wt % solution. The molar mass of the synthesized
resorcinol�formaldehyde resols was larger than the phenol
based resols as indicated by a shorter elution time in gel
permeation chromatography. However, the elution time was
slightly longer than of a poly(styrene) standard with a molar
mass of 1010 gmol�1, indicating a smaller hydrodynamic radius
than the poly(styrene) standard.

Organic�organic hybrids were synthesized through eva-
poration-induced self-assembly (EISA). The prepared resols
solution was added to solutions of the ISO terpolymers in a
1:1 weight mixture of tetrahydrofuran and chloroform, yielding
a 4�10 wt % solution and stirred for 24 h in the case of
phenol�formaldehyde resols and 1 h in the case of resorci-
nol�formaldehyde resols. The ratios of resols to ISO to obtain
the desired gyroidal morphology are summarized in Table 1.
The solutions were cast in a Teflon dish at 50 �C covered with a
glass dome to ensure a solvent saturated atmosphere through-
out the drying process and subsequently cured at 110�130 �C
in a convection oven for 24 h. For carbonization, the cured
hybrids were heated at 1 �C min�1 to 600 �C and pyrolyzed
under inert atmosphere (nitrogen or argon) at 600 �C for 3 h and
then brought to the final temperature (see text) at a rate of
5 �C min�1.

Monolithic double gyroidal carbons (mGDMC) were fabri-
cated by cutting the cured organic�organic hybrid monoliths
into the desired shape and subsequent heat treatment as
described above. For carbon monoliths with open and struc-
tured surfaces, the hybrid monoliths were exposed to oxygen/
argon plasma for 30�60 min before carbonization.

Characterization. The composition of the triblock terpolymers
was calculated using 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR)
spectroscopy. The polymers were dissolved in deuterated
chloroform (chloroform-d, 99.8 atom % D, Aldrich) with a con-
centration of 15�20 mg mL�1. 1H NMR spectra were recorded
on a Varian Mercury spectrometer at 300 MHz.

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was used to deter-
mine the molar mass of the triblock terpolymers and the
oligomeric resols. Samples were prepared in tetrahydrofuran
(THF) with a concentration of 1.5 mg mL�1. GPC measurements
were performed in THF at 23 �C (1 mL min�1) on a Waters
ambient-temperature GPC systemequippedwith aWaters 2410
differential refractive index (RI) detector.

The morphology of the organic�organic composites and
porous carbon materials were determined using a combination
of small-angle X-ray scattering, bright-field transmission elec-
tron microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy.

TEM samples of composite films were prepared by cryo-
ultramicrotoming to a thickness of 50�70 nm using a Leica
Ultracut UCT cryo-ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond
knife at �60 �C. The microtomed sections were floated on a
water/DMSO (40:60 vol) mixture and subsequently placed on
copper grids. Contrast was obtained by staining the samples
with osmium tetroxide vapor (60 min). Heat-treated porous
materials were crushed in a ball mill, dispersed in ethanol, and

dropped onto carbon-coated copper grids. Bright-field trans-
mission electron microscopy was performed on a FEI Tecnai
T-12 TWIN TEM operating at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV
equipped with a high-resolution, thermoelectrically cooled
Gatan Orius dual-scan CCD camera. HR-TEM images were
obtained on a FEI-F20-TEM-STEM operating at an accelerating
voltage of 200 kV. Scanning electron microscopy of carbonized
samples was carried out on a Zeiss LEO 1550 FE-SEM operating
at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. Due to the conductivity of
the samples, no additional coating of the specimen was
necessary.

For SAXS measurements, small squares of the cured com-
posites and pyrolyzed films (ca. 2� 2mm2) were cut and placed
in the hole of a metal washer that was covered on one side with
Kapton tape. SAXS measurements were performed at the
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). The sample
to detector distance was 2.6 m, and the X-ray wavelength was
1.2015 Å. The scattering vector q is defined as q = (4π/λ)sin θ,
where θ is half of the scattering angle.

X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained on an Ultima IV
multipurpose X-ray diffraction system from Rigaku using Cu KR
radiation (40 V, 44 mA, wavelength 1.5418 Å) in a 2θ range
between 10 and 90� with a speed of 5� min�1.

For Raman spectroscopy, a Renishaw InVia confocal Raman
microscope was used at room temperature in a backscattering
geometry, equipped with a 488 nm diode laser as an excitation
source focused on the sample with a 50� magnification.

Sorption isotherms were obtained on a Micromeritics ASAP
2020 surface area and porosity analyzer at �196 �C. The
samples were degassed at 200 �C under vacuum for at least
10 h prior to measurements. The specific surface areas were
determined using the Brunauer�Emmett�Teller (BET) method.
Pore size distributions were calculated using the Barrett�
Joyner�Halenda (BJH) method.34,35
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